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why a geotagged photo system   

The forthcoming CAP Monitoring procedures established the necessary use of 

a secure, protected and anti-fraud tool for acquiring geotagged photos 

=> Mobile-enabled App for surveyors and/or 

farmers

“Validated” pictures with anti-fraud control;

GPS tracking in different modes, including 

“walking” 

On-line and off-line (matching through sequential 

codes)

 Suitable for: RFV, diversification, durum 
wheat detection, EFA, permanent crops 

change, RD measures, …other



1) Downloading from the central system; 

target through guided paths
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Select and download raster 

imagery (orthomagery) and 

polygon vectors 

(e.g. farm parcels)

…a path to reach immediately 

the target (parcels) appears on 

the screen



2) True distance, time and date
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a preselected  buffer -e.g. 100 m- can be

applied (…outside there is no possibility 

to work, take pictures, tracking, etc)

Time and dates are acquired by 

both GNSS and mobile devise, 

for excluding any manipulation



3) Take geotagged photos
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GNSS pictures  on “favorites” elements

(a distance filter exists), always 

looking/within the polygon/parcel borders

through 3D augmented reality and the 

mobile gyroscope

….zooming possibilities, aerial and 

“panoramic view”; altitude from ground 

measuring



4) Target positioning assurance

The photo cones always show the 

selected parcels previously put 

on favorites

Each polygon limit is visible, 

according to its coordinates 

(LPIS, GSAA, any other vector,…)

Selected parcels always present 

different colors vs the not selected; 

vertical sticks indicate polygon corners  
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5) Secure connection and 

sending to the central system 
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Connect and deal with the Administrative 

server through unique codes 

(if Internet works on field); 

few seconds mandatory for sending

Connect and deal later, with other unique 

sequential codes (when Internet starts to 

work again)

Digital signature and facial recognition (next)



6) Tracking  facilities 
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GPS tracking possibility in different 

modes; any polygon 

updating/cutting drawing even 

through curves lines 

Possibility of “pause” 

(e.g. ditches, rivers, 

hedges and then continue

your track)

Pointing “on the screen” capability 

if the target is far or not reachable… 

but in this case …points are 

marked in different colors 



7) Data registration and acceptance 
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The system accepts only signed 

pictures compliant with the above 

rules, being a unique tool for the 

“protected and secure geotagged 

photos” for: 

agriculture 

crop/practices/updating proof, 

assurance (any types);

media, 

transportation network correct 

management, etc.

Window

Menu

and guidance

to closing



8) Tasks’summary and more GNSS precision
Easy “done actions” (layers) summary/visualization

More precise external GNSS device 

plug-in possibility

Low cost device 

(GPS, Glonass

and Galileo integration) 

and specific SW
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9) Public Agencies GIS immediate data integration
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Geotagged photos and/or 

new parcel limits

immediately connected via web

to the central system

of the Agency

LPIS/GSAA immediate

overlapping

allowing to complete national

Monitoring by both

surveyors and farmers/farmer associations


